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THE WATER RATES OF STEAM ENGINES.
Introductory.
The work offered herewith is an attempt to present the 
salient points of the general problem of steam engine economy. 
It has seemed best ih the study of this question to proceed 
along the three main lines of (1 ) Historical,(2) Experimental, 
(3 ) Theoretical investigation. Under the first head it is in­
tended to present a brief historical review of the economical 
performances to whi h the steam engine has attained, from the 
time it was first applied in practical fomn as a prime mover, 
(1663) with the present. To point also where possible, some 
of the specific inventions and improvements which have from 
tine to time, increased the economy of the feteam engine. In 
this connection it is desired further to consider the economy 
of various types of engines, as well as the effect of steam 
pressure, quality of steam,compounding,etc.,on such economy.
Under the second head will be given the tests made to 
determine the water rates of two different engines,under 
various conditions,with the data, results,and conclusions 
therefrom.
Under the third head there will be a discussion of some 
of the theoretical considerations affecting economy, together 
with a brief outline of the theory of the consumption of steam 
in engines.
PART/'I HISTORICAL.
section I. Performance of early types.
I. Pumping Engines.
It is generally conceded that the first successful attempttto 
employ the'pressure of steam to raise water from one level to an­
other was made by Edward Somerset, second Marquis of Worcester, 
(d.1669) with his "water commanding engine" (1663) This engine had 
neither piston nor fly-wheel. The cylinders were two in number-.-These 
cylinders communicating with the suction pipe,were alternately filled 
with water, which was then forced to the desired height by steam 
pressure. When one cylinder was empty of water it itras f ill edwithst earn 
which was then allowed to condense causing the cylinder to be again 
filled with water from the suction pipe. The consumption of steam 
was,of course, enormous. It is estimated that the duty of this en­
gine was only 125,000 foot pounds of work per hundred pounds of 
good coal.
The engine of the Marquis, was never made use of by othersthan 
himself,and it was not until 1698 that the first letters patent were 
granted ever granted on a steam engine were issued to one Thomas 
Savery (1 6 5 0-) "for a direct, practical application of the steam 
engine to raising water." The principle of Savery's engine was much 
the same as that of the Marquis of Worcester's- the difference being 
a system of condensing the steam by pouring cold water on the out­
side of the cylinder. Through vigorous and persistent advertising 
Savery brought his engines into considerable use, where the water 
ftacil to pumped to a height of forrty feet, or less. They were not at
ail applicable to deep mines. 1 Just what the duty of the first 
Savery engines was cannot now be determined,as it was not until sev­
eral years after Savery's death .that careful trials of his engine 
were made, by SSmeaton in 1774. From the trials of Smeaton and fran 
other sourees,however, we are lead to believe the performance of the 
Savery engines ranged from two to six million foot pounds per hun­
dred pounds of coal.
Foliwing Savei*y, the next great name in the early history of 
the steam engine, is that of Thomas Newcomen (1705). The essential 
features of Newcomen's engine were : a water tight piston,-probably 
suggested by the project of Papin 1695- and a ssperate pump cylinder 
Steam,being admitted below the piston of the steam cylinder,forced 
it upward, was then condensed, the vacuum thus formed permitted the 
pressure of the atmosphere to push the piston down and thus raise 
the pump piston. The method of condensirg the steam was at first to 
surround the cylinder with cold water jacket, but later a jet of 
’water sprayed into the cylinder was found to be more effective.
Tt is evident that the engine of Newcomen must have been far 
more economical than that of Savery. The use of a separate cylinder 
for the pumps and a steam piston very materially reduced the loss 
by excessive cylinder condensation. Newcomen1s engine came into 
extensive use among the mines of Cornwall and remained so until the 
appearance of the Watts engine in 1778. The duty of this engine was 
six to eight million foot pounds per hundred pounds of coal. Later 
on various improvements, mainly in the design and proportion of 
parts, were introduced by Smeaton. The coal consumption was de-
1Tredgold on the steam engine vol.l,paper 5 ,page 8 .
creased one third,the duty rising to ten million. At the time of th< 
introduction of the Watt: engine the average duty of the Newcomem
engine was from R-9 million.
There is still standing at Long Ashton near Bristol, England 
a Savery,— Newcomen engine,that is supposed to have been set up in 
1750,over 150 years ago. The cylinders were open topped 5'6 ” X 8  ^
The piston is paded with rope, is loaded with pig iron, and cover­
ed with water to help maintain the vacuum .. The beam is of oak and 
trussed with rods,is twenty four feet long and four feet deep. The 
sfeeam pressure is 2 1/2 pounds per square inch. Ten to a eleven 
strokes are made to a minute. The horse power is about 52. The 
pumps are in three lifts and the shaft to be drained is 750 feet 
dee}}. The engine is still worked three or four hours a week. The 
attendant ,an old man in change of it, had occupied the post since 
he was a boy, his father and grand father having worked the engine
pbefore him .
Ffon the tine of Savery, Newcomen and Smeaton, about 1707,to 
that of Watt 1776, the performance of the steam engine underwent no 
improvement.
At this later date Watt had made a number of descoveries of the 
behavior of steam in engines and constructed a type of engine, the 
first of which had a duty of 21,600,000 foot pounds per one hundred 
pounds of coal. It would be of interest to turn aside here and re­
view in detail the life and works of this great engineer and invent­
or. For our present purpose,however, it must suffice to point out 
briefly those particular improvements and inventions of Watts which
2 . See Fng. & Mining Journal Oct. 1, 1898.
transformed the old atmospheric engine of Savery and Newcomen into
the modern stearn engine.in all its essential details.* The fol-
4
lowing is an extract of Watts patent of 1769.
1. "My method of lessening the consumption of steam, and con­
sequently of fuel consists in the following principles:
1st. That the vessel in which the powers of steam are to be em­
ployed,- which is called the'cylinder' in fire engines but which I 
call the"steam vessel?-must, during the whole time that the engine 
is at work be kept as hot as the steam that enters it \ first by en­
closing it in a case of wood, or any other materials that transmit 
heat slowly;secondly, by surrounding it with steam or other heated 
bodies; and thirdly, by suffering neither water nor any other sub­
stance colder than the steam to enter or touch it during that time.
2dl3'. In engines that are to be worked wholly or partially by 
condensation of steam,the steam is to be condensed in vessels des- 
tinct from the steam vessel or cylinder, though occasionally com­
municating with them. These vessels I call condensers and while the 
engines are working these condensers ought to be at least as cold 
as the air in the neighborhood of the engines, by application of 
water or other cold bodies.
3 rdly. Whatever air or other elastic vapor is not condensed 
by the cold of the condenser, and may impede the working of the 
engine is to be drawn out of the steam vessel or condenser by 
means of pumps, wrought by the engines themselves or otherwise.
3. History of the steam Engine. Thurston page 98.
4. Ibidem, page 99.
4 thy. I intend in many cases to employ the expansive force 
of steam to press on the piston or what ever may he used in the 
place of them, in the same manner as the pressure of the atmosphere 
is now employed in common fire engines. In cases where cold water 
cannot be had in plenty, the engines may be wrought by the force 
of steam only, by discharging the steam into the open air after 
it has done its office.
Lastly, instead of using water to render the piston or ohher 
parts of the engine air or steam tight, I employ oils, wax, resin­
ous bodies, fat of animals, quick silver and other bodies in their 
fluid state."
In brief,these most important and fundamental improvements of 
Watts' were:
1. Reduction of cylinder condensation by lagging and jacketing the 
cylinder.
2. The use of seperate condenser with air pumps.
3. The employment of the expansive force of steam.
4. Introduction of the non-condensing engine.
5Also in the patent of 1781:
5. The double acting steam engine in which steam acts on both sides 
of the piston,alternately.
6 . Double or couple engines, i.e. two engines working together or 
independently as desired.
_________ _____________________________________/_______________
5. Thurston. Hist, of Steam Engine, p.105.
1
The first engines of Watt attained duty of 21,000,000 per 100 
pounds of coal. Prom 1779 to 1788 the various improvements devised 
by Watt increased the duty of his engines to ,‘26,600,000. Still 
later the best of 29 engines in Glasgow gave a duty of 51,990,0006.
Watt seems never to have been able to raise the performance of 
his engines above 62,000,000 as the following would indicate:
"iMer favorable circumstances,i.e. when the load was not to 
great,the steam pressure good, the rates of expansion as high as 
possible,when coal was good,the water pure,and a plentiful supply 
of cold condensing water at hand, boiler,cylinder,steam pipes well 
lagged,a well built Watt engine can give a duty of 84,000,000 per 
bushel of 84 pounds of coal,but this, is exceptional and cannot be
7obtained in every day practice."
About this time 1814 to 1816 the modified Hornblower or Falk 
8
engine, introduced by Arthur Woolf in 1804 came into general use.
As is well known, Woolf tftok the two cylinder arrangement of Horn- 
blower, used high pressure steam and the condensing apparatus of 
Watt( the patents having expired ^). After a few preliminary ex­
periments Woolf was able to design engines of of 40 to 50 million 
foor pounds per bushel of coal (94 pounds), as against 6o million 
of Watt I The reason for this was mainly the use of high pressure 
25 to 40 pounds per square inch above atmosphere. ' 10 Watt himself 
is said not to have favored the use of high pressure steam, assert­
ing that the increased risk of danger to life and limb was not com-
6 . Civil Engineer. & Architects Journal vol.6 ,page 419
7. Dingier’s Polytechknische Journal,vol. 50, page 81.
8 . Thurston, Hist, of the Steam Engine, page 188.
9 . Tredgold on the "Steam Engine" vol.l, paper, 6 page 48.
10. Dingier»s Poly. Journal, vol, 50 page 81.
pensated for by the small gain in economy. From 1814 to 1827 the
Woolf engines gave higher duties than any other type 11. In that
year Woolf improved the engine at the Wheal Alfred mines according
to his system, and obtained from it a duty of 64.420,000 per bushel 
12 ,of coal (84 lb.). About this time also (1827) improved engines 
introduced by Capt. G^ose began to displace the Woolf type, though 
engines based on this system are still very generall used. Capt. 
Grose made a great many experiments on the generation of steamand 
the prevention of heat losses,the results of which enabled him to
bring the duty of the Cornish pumpimg engine at Wheal Towan up to
, X 1387,050,000,(1827) and in 1830 with the same engine 92,350,000.
From this time on but little change was made in the steam en­
gine.' and that mainly along the line of better workmanship and more 
careful design. The duty rose to 120,000,000 in 1840 when the period 
of the early application of steam to pumping engines may be consid­
ered to have closed.
Following is a little table showing the performance of early 
pumping engines during this period- arranged chronologically to­
gether with such information as could be collected. The results of 
these trials are not of course up tta the twentieth century standards 
of accuracy and much really essential data is lacking. The figures 
are,however, suggestive, and indicate in a measure the early prog 
gress of pumping engine economy.
The great names of this period we have seen to be: Worcester 
Savery, Newcomen, Smeaton, Watt, Woolf, and Capt. Grose. What they 
accomplishedin the way of steam engine economy may be seen by a 
-study of table l.(See next page. )_________________________________
11. Civil Engineer's and Archetects Journal vol. 3 page 419.
12. Dingier's Poly. Journal vol. 50 page 81.
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2. Early Stationary (Mill) Engines.
To the very urgent need, for some efficient mechanical means 
of draining the deep mines of Cornwall and Lancanshire is due much, 
if not all,the early progress of the steam engine, especially of 
the pumping engine. Very early,however, engines of the same general 
type as those used for pimping purposes, were installed in mills 
and other manufacturing establishments.Watt especially adapted his 
pumping engine to this hind of work. Fe have seen that the perform­
ance of pumping engines was expressed in foot pounds of work done 
13037 bushel or per hundred weight of fuel.In the case of mill engines 
it very soon became the custom to compare on the basis of number 
of pounds of coal consumer! per horse power and per hour, a unite 
which is wide# used at the present time.
No very exact information seems to be at hand as to the per­
formance of these engines. The Savery engine is said to have re­
quired SO pounds of coal per hour,the Newcopjien 20,the best Watt 8 , 
and the Woolf compound 4 to 6 . Nothing is said as to the water rates 
Watts boiler evaporated 6 to 8 pounds of water per pound of coal.
This would make the rate of a Watt engine about 75 and of a Woolf 
4 5 to 50,pounds of water per horse power per hour.
On sheet II are given the results of a few trials on different 
engines down to 1860.A -column—of water ratten— which are partly 
e s M mrrtcd an noted. - In the earlier types the figures are only gen­
eral.
Section II
Economy of Modern Types.
Modern steam engines may for the purpose of this discus- 
ion be classified as follows:
1. Simple condensing.
2 . " non-condensing.
3. Compound condensing.
4. Compound non-condensing.
Each of the above may be further classified as
1. Stationary.
2. Semi-portable- Agricultural engines etc.
3. Pprtable. Locomotives.
These again may still further classified according to 
make,use,etc.
The relation between these several types may be seen from 
the scheme on the following page. A steam engine,we see, may be 
either of four types-each of these may be either condensing or not, 
and the chart may be continued as far as desired.
The question which now arises and which it is proposed to 
consider in this section is: "What is the economy of these differ­
ent types-? or, more directly,how many pounds of water per horse power 
per hour does a given engine require and under what conditions?"The 
answer can only be reached by a careful consideration of the numer­
ous tests made to determine the water rates of engines. To this end 
the important data and results of several such tests have been col- 
lested and tabulated according to the classification above out­
lined.
The tables are given the following sheets and are:
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Sheet III. Simple non-oondensing engines.
Sheet IV. Simple condensing engines.
Sheet V. Compound non-condensing.
Sheet VI Compound condensing.
Sheet VII. Triple and quadruple expansion.
Prom a study of these tables it would appear that the water 
rates of different types of engines are about as follows:
I. Simple non-condensing:
1. Corliss Engines. 2 2 - £ 7
2. High Speed Engines 2. Cs -  *p-c>
3. Slow Speed Engines.
II Simple condensing:
1. Corliss Engines /7- 2 - e
2. High Speed Engines. /6  -  .23
3. Slow Speed (Sulzer etc.) 2. o
III Compound non-condensing:
1. Corliss Ehgines. 2 0 - 2 - /
2. High Speed Engines. X I  - X S
IV Compound Condensing: /3 - /
1 ,.Corliss Engines. / 3 - / 9
2. Sulzer Engines. 1 3 -  16
3. Marine Engines.
4. Other types. /a - 2 0
V. Multiple cylinder:
1. Triple Expansion Engines. 9 - / 9
2. Quadruple Expansion. / 2.
These figures aay be tahen as fairly indicative of what com*
stitutes good practice at the present time as far as stationary
engines for power purposes are concerned. In the second column the
figures are given by Kent in his"Pocket Book,pages
The pumping engines listed in sheet VII represent almost the 
highest developement of the steam engine of today.In economical 
steam consumption,they are only exceeded by the most recent 
European engines of the Schmidt and Sulzer type, designed for 
high pressure and superheated steam.
Using the data of sheets I to VII and that from other scuroes 
we may construct a chronological table of pumping engine perform­
ances and plat a curve for the same as follows:
T  PiB L E  2.
P R O G R E S S  OF P U M P I N G  E N G I N E  P E R F O R M A N C E  T O  D A T E
Y E A R D U T Y  P E R  100 LBS.CORL.
1 6 6 3 I 2 . 5 0 0 0
1 16  9 6-7000000
13 oooooo
m s a  i o o o o o o
\119 2 ^  oooooo
\ S 1 3 4-3000 OOO
I 8 a j “ 6 3 0 0 0 ooo
i a m & 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 B 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 8 4  0 10OOOOOOO
i s a o 1 IOOOOOOo
1 8  8 5 1 2.0000000
1 8 9 0 1 3 0  OOOOOO
1 8  9 3- 1 HOoooooo

I ©
Section III. Conditions affecting economy.
Introductory:
Part of the heat received by a heat engine is trans­
formed into useful workand the remainder goes to make up for 
certain external and internal losses. Any attempt,therefore to 
increase the efficiency of the steam engine as a pfcime mover 
must consist in making it work under such conditions as will 
result in the greatest possible amount of energy being trans­
formed into useful work and in the reduction of all energy 
wastes to a minimum.
Among the conditions thus affecting the economy of the 
modern steam engine may be mentioned:
1 . steam pressure- high or low.
2. Kind of steam- Wet,dry or superheated.
3. Speed of engine.
4. Amount of clearance.
5. Ratio of expansion.
6 . Rack pressure.
7. Use of jackets, reheaters,etc.
Since any increase in economy can only be attained by a care­
ful adjustment of the above conditions to the case in hand, the 
question at once arises: What _i£ their precise effect on the 
economy of the steam engine ? This question will be discussed 
in the following pages.
1.Effect of pressure on the economy of the steam engine.
It is u n i v e r s a l l y  recognized that high pressure steam is 
of itself conducive to greater economy of steam consumption. It 
does not ,however, by any means follow an engine using high
pressure steam will always be more economical than one working 
under low pressure. A shortening of the point of cut off or a 
deduction in the amount of expansion may he sufficient to neu­
tralize any gain that would otherwise result from the higher 
pressure. Thus Mr.G.H.Barrus found that a 200 H.P. simple con­
densing engine used 20.31 and 20.56 pounds of water per horse 
power per hour per pressures of 84 and 59 pounds respectively.
Under most circumstances,however, the use of higher pres- 
sures i§ found to be advantageous, as further trials by Mr.
Bgrrtes show, (See tables). The reduction of fchfeeamount of water 
per horse power per hour varies from 1 to 13 being greatest 
In compound engines.
further increase of boiler pressure will result in still 
greater economy. In table 4 are given the results of tests on 
a small high pressure quadruple expansion engine working under 
pressures of 125 to 500 pounds per square Inch. The economy for 
so small an engine is remarkable, and would doubtless be still 
further excelled in engines of 800 tolOOO H.P.
In CUrvEsUr are given curves adapted from those of Mr. 
C.E. Emery1 showing the relation between the steam consumption 
and the point of cut off for different pressures.
The increased economy usually resulting from the use of 
higher pressures would seem to be due to a greater or less fe- 
duotion of the cylinder condensation. Du.t Messrs. Calender and
1.Thurston "Manual of the Steam Engine." p. 497
T A B L E !  3
SHOWING EFFEC T  O F  INCREASING BOILER PRESSURE
NO. D E S C R I P T I O N C H A N C E  OF PRES. C H A N G E  OFW. R A T E .
1 2.00 H P s i m p l e : 59-94  ( 4 a ^ ) a 0 . 6 - 6 - 2  0.31 ( |7^
a 3 0 0 4 3 0 0 H P  N.C. C OR. 723-101 (-39%) 2.7.9-2.S. 8 ( 7 % )
3 a  3*0 4 -3  o o e>O.S-9&6(.2.2.t>/o') 2 . 9 0 3 - a 6 T 3 l ( / 3 % )
4 4 o o i - 6 o o  •• C o m . •• 9 4 . 8 - / 2 6 . 8 ( 3 3 % ) |<b 2 . 8 - / 4 0 5  (  137..)
S’ 1*300 |0O.2.-/2'5'8(a4-^) is.oa-/4.iz(e °lo)
€ *3 0 0  “ C o N .  •• 6“3 .1 - 6 8l8.99-i8.il (Z*/o)
7 &O0 *• N .  •* C O M . t za i -  | 22! t -22.49
Tfl BLE.4-
T E S T S  O F f l l O  H . P  q u a d r u p l e : e x p a n s i o n  e n g i n e  w o r k i n s w i t h
V E R Y  MI CH P R E S S U R E S
NO.OFTKIAL PRESSURE WATER PER H P HOUR 1. H.R
17 /Z/- /4 ? 0 /  2.  6  4 - 4 :  4 2 .
/ S 2 - OO / 4 - 7 0 O'. 9 /
/ 4 2 oo / 7  3 4 0  2-
3 3 0 0 /0 £ / / .  2 - 6
4 3  0 0 /<2 .3 4 »“ / / .  9 O
/ O 3 0 0 9 . ( o 4 -
// - / *3 3 0 0 / 4 . -3 4 - / / .  (SO
/ <4-00 / ' Z . .  OO /  2.  4 0
4 - 0 0 9 - 7 4 / S .  6 9
e 4 0 0 9 .7 9 / 4 . SO
a < r o o 9.6 7 /_4
/ e £ O Q 9 -74T / 7. 2 &
FROM TR A N . AM. 50 C.  M.E. VOU 16 PACE 160.
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oNicolson seem it conolude from their experiments that cylinder 
condensation and reevaporation are independent of the pressure. 
Messrs Gateby and Kletsch experimenting with a simple condens­
ing engine, found the cylinder condensation to decrease very 
nearly as the pressure increased as follows:
Pressure by Gauge. Per Cent cylinder condensation.
1 . R0.00 35.24
2. 66.85 47.83
3. 52.35 36.88
4. 37.00 41.43
5. 22.30 41.19
From these figures it would appear that the cylinder condensa­
tion would become zero at a pressure 350,to 400 pounds per 
square inch.
Mr. P.W.Williams also found an increase in economy in in­
creased pressures for both simple and compound engines. 1 (See 
table 5) In these trials,unfortunately, ghe engine v;as not 
run under a constant load so that it is not possible to deter­
mine precisely what portion of the increased economy is due to 
the load and what to the high pressure.
It would depend,of course, on what the load of the engine
was.
To sum up, the use of higher pressure will usually result, 
if the amount of dxpansion is? favorable, in increased economy 
of steam consumption. Such economy is due largely to a reduct- 
ion of cylinder condensation which may became zero at very high 
2.P.J.C.E.vol. 131 page 204.
1. P.S.C.E.vol. 93 page 164.
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TABLE. J
W I L L f l N S  C E N T R A L -  V A L V E  E N G I N E  
V A R Y I N G  P R E S S U R E
NO. h
1
2
BOILER
PRESSURE 1. H.P.
R«T 1 o OF
EXPANSION
R. R. M.
WATER
RATE.
/ 4  0  & B > /  6  . 3 ~  / 4 0 3 S>3 -O'" 4 2. 76
2. g ~o / 9 .  7 7 <g o 40 0.4 3 ( 7 . 9 6
3 6 e>.<z>7 2 . 3 T 3 - / 7 0 4 - 0  9 . 1
4
UJ 7 6 2 . 6 . 3 £ > o 4 0  3 . / 7 2 . 9 . 6 7
T
[ 92.6<f 3 1 . 6 / 9 0 4 0 0 . 9 ' Z 6 & 9
G 'O s>a./4 3 / .  3 -  9 /  o o 3 9 7  ? 2 7 .  e>
*7 / 0 6 > . Z > 4 - 3/ c5“uT /  /  O 4 0 6 / < o 2 6  0
e> ( 0 0  9 3 /3. a. 2. 6  o 3  9  9 . 9 3 3 . 1 7
& 0 7 2 . 9 4 - / 7. 0 8 7 0 4/3/ 2 0.3"4-
/o
Z□A & I O & 2-/ 33" B o 3 9 9.6 iit/0
//
—y—
fi. 8 0S 2 . 4 : 7  / 9 0 4 0 4 T 7 2 4 - 6 2
/2_
"T”0 e7.7vT 2 8 /  o o 4 0 ^ 3 2 2 . 3 1
/ 3
“0“
/  0  9  3 / / o 4 - 0 2 . 9 2 / 3  7
/ 4 - / 6 2 3  3  0 7 / 2 . 0 4 - 0 9 . 6 2 / <
/4" / G L & ’ &' S' 4  0 0  3 / 3 & 4 - o 6 £ > £0. 7vT
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pressures. There is no douht that current practice tends to­
wards high pressures. At the presnnt time the maximu pressure 
used is from 500 to 550 lbs. In 1800 it was but 20 lbs. Thurs­
ton1 gives the following table and curves showing the gradual 
rise in steam pressure from 1800 to the present time.
Year Pressure
1800 20
1810 20
1820 22
1850 23
1840 25
1850 30
1860 40
1870 80
1880 130
1890 195
1900 300
1910 500
2. The Quality of the Steam, 
a. Wet Steam.
It is a well recognised fact that water prgsent as 
such in the cylinder o r  e ntraieAthe steam itself has a bad
Oeffect on the economy of the engine. As ordinarily used'
in well designed plants, steam is that known as ttcommere*<fcLly 
.containing not over 5$ of moisture. Under these con-
1. Am. Soc. Mech. Eng. vol. 18 page 164:
2. Proc. Inst. Mech. Eng. vol. 151 page 191.
2.7
ditions a satisfactory economy is possible, especially with 
large jacketed condensing engines working under rather high pres­
sures. If,however, the amount of moisture increases much beyond
5$ a serious loss of economy will result ov/ing to the great in-
1
crease of cylinder condensation. Messrs, calender and Nicolson, 
discussing a series of of very careful and elaborate experi­
ments conducted by them to determine the"law of condensation," 
of steam,state as one of their conclusions: "Initial wetness of 
steam is probably one of the most powerful factors in increasing 
cylinder condensation."
ProfgssorrCarpenter and Mr. Marks of Sibley College, Cor­
nell University, made a series of tests on a small engine with
S
steam containing varies qualities of moisture . They found but 
little difference in the amount of dry steam consumed per horse 
power per hour as will be seem from table 6 . Column 7 has been 
added from the data of columns 3 and 4, to show that whereas the 
weight of dry steam consumed remained constant or nearly so, the 
wet steam,i.e. the water actually required increases considerably 
as the quality of the steam falls. Column 6 and 7, also, have 
been plotted in the curves of fig. No direct conclusions
of any value cqn be drawn from the above tests on account of 
the small size of the engine. The ratio of expansion, also, was 
small and the initial condensation very large,-50^ or more- 
both of which conditions would very materially reduce the re­
lative effect of even so large a per centage of initial wetness
as 40^._______________ ______________________ ___________________
1 .Ibidem.
2 .Am. Soc. Mech. Eng. vol. 15: 444.
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b . Superheated Steam.
About 1828,Capt. Gregor, Chief Ehgineer of the mines at 
Bfhftei*8 Downs, England desiring to increase the duty of his pump­
ing engine over that of a rival mine, surrounded the cylinder 
with fire flues,connected with a furnace in which he built a hot 
fire.The results were unexpected.The duty of the engine rose from 
forty to sixty four million foot poinds per hundred pounds of 
coal- a saving of 33$ in the fuel consumption. 1
What happened was that Capt. Gregor supplied his engine with 
superheated stearn,i.e. "steam at a certain pressure having a tem­
perature higher than the temperature of the evaporation from
2water at that temperature". Prom this time various forms of
superheaters were devised, the best of the early types being 
3
Trevithick's. About 1860,however, the use of superheated steeam 
was abondoned owing to the difficulty of preventing wearing and 
cutting of the inside of the cylinder. This was due to the re­
fusal of the bad tallow then used as a lubricant to with stand 
high pressures and pemperatures.
At the present time superheated steam seems to be growing 
in favor in both builders and users. In this country the presist- 
ant demands for cheaper power, and the oompetion of gas engines 
and other formB of motors have lead to the use of moderate degrees 
of superheating. In Europe it is very exyensively employed owing 
to the larger price of coal, and a specially designed type of 
"superheated steam engines" has been evolved and of which the 
weel known Sulzer and Schmidt engines are examples.
1. Cassirrs Magazine folio page 115.
2. Ibidem.
3. Cassier*s Mag. vol. lOp. 115
That the use of superheated steam is attended with an in­
crease of economy there is no doubt. The one question that con­
fronts the engineer is: "Will it pay", The French or German en­
gineer paying eight dollars per ton for coal, has answered that 
question decidedly in the affirmative. On the other hand, the 
American engineers with large supplies of cheap coal available 
is not yet ready to male up his mind. It is probable that super­
heated steam would be used more extensively in this country than 
it is, were it not for experiments made on superheated steam by 
Chief Engineer Isherwood U.S.N. fifty years ago. Mr. ISherwood 
found but little increase in the economy by using this Kind of 
steam. It is now general^ recognized that the marine engines 
experimented with by him were not of a type to reap any benefit 
from this source ofeconomy.
In a successful superheated steam engine all sliding pai*ts 
in contact with the steam such as valves and pistons should be 
made as small as possible. This is accomplished in the Schmidt 
and Sulzer engines by the use of "poppet" or lift valves, oper­
ated much as gas engines valves.
The losses which occur -in the cylinder of a steam engine may 
be reduced more or less by the following expedients:
1. Increased speed.
2. Increased ratio of expansion.
7>. Steam jacketing.
4. Superheating the steam.
Of these four the last is unquest ionaTdy the most efficient.
Steam bn entering the cylinder must give up pa^t of its hdat to 
the relatively cold surfaces with which it comes in contact.I-f 
S a^ ar'o'tfcdk ,the steam can only do this by partially condensing
and the phenomenon of "cylinder condensation" results. If the 
steam be superheated the extra amount of heat will act as a reserv 
which will be drawn up to meet the demands of the cylinder walls. 
If the "extra heat" be equal to,or greater than,this demandino 
initial condensation will occur and the steam at the beginning 
of the expansion be well saturated or slightly superheated.
Should the superheating be less than required or should the steam 
be saturated, condensation will take place and will continue
until the temperatures of the walls and of the steam are sub­
stantially the same. with the ordinary degrees of superheat,
initial condensation cannot be entirelv avoided. Ten years ago
2
it could be said: "It is probably never practicable to secure,
safely and economically, so much superheating asis necessary to 
keep the steam dry through out the stroke." This statement is no
less true today for engines that have not been properly designed 
for the peculiar conditions attending the use of superheated steam 
With engines so designed,however, it is safe and economical to 
use steam superheated to five or six hundred degrees Fahrenheit.
But even moderate superheating may result in substantial 
gain in economy. Mr. B a m ®  found an average of 41$ of superheat­
ing to result in a reluct ion of cylinder condensation of 8.7$ 
and an actual saving in feed water of 8.5$. Table 7 shows the 
figure obtained.
Numerous trials have been made by different experimenters 
to determine the effect of superheated steam . under various con- 
l.It is not likely that the temperatures of the cylinder walls 
afe ever precisely equal owing to a sort of"lag" or"heat inertia" 
of the metal.
2. Thurston Manual of the Steam Engine I page 598
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v i 'ditlons. The results of a few of the more im;ortant of these are 
set forth in the following tables.
Table 8 gives results obtained by Willians from his central 
valve engine. It will be seen that the greatest gain in economy 
is obtained at the lower pressure, but the gain per degree of 
superheat, remains practically constant.
Table 9 Shows the effect of superheating at different ratios 
of expansion the results being those obtained by Bryan Dtnkln on 
his engines. The degree of uperheat,the boiler pressure and the 
revolutions per minute were Kept constant or nearly so.
A study of these trials by Ddnkin would lead to the con­
clusions ,(1) that a material reduction of the water rate results 
from moderate degrees of sxiperheat; (2) that this reduction is 
a bout the same for single and double acting engines, either con­
densing or non-condensing; (3) that increasing the ratios of ex­
pansion,i.e. shortening the cut off permits of a greater per 
centage of saving for the same degree of suerheat. The valuable 
features of these experiments by Ddnkin is that they were not 
only made with extreme care but the same engine was arranged to 
work different conditions.
The saving due to different degrees of superheat is fur­
ther shown by a test of a small simple condensing eOorMss 
Engine 18.5" x 34.4" making 74 R.M.P. See table 11. As might be 
supposed the gain in economy of steam consumption is greater 
for the higher degrees of superheat .The gain per degree of super­
heat remains practically constant!.
The results given in table 12 are those obtained by Isher- 
wood on the 58" x 105""paddle engine" of the U.S. Steamship "Entaw' 
They show that the effect of the different ratios of expansion
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is the sane for the saturated as for the superheated steam.
Anotherinteresting test is that is that of two 3000 K.P.
t-
Vertical dynamo engines in the "Zentrale LuisenstrassedCr Berlin­
er Eletrische Gesellschaft". The engines were condensing,triple 
expansion with two low pressure cylinders. Demensions: 34" x 49.25 
x 61" x 51". Tests were made with highly superheated,medium super­
heated, and with saturated steam. See table 13.
Table 14 gives the results of tests with superheated
tt
steam, of a 70 H.P. simple piston valve engine, condensing and 
non—condensing. The relative economy of condensing and non—con­
densing engines seems to be about the same with superheated, as
with saturated steam.
In tables 15 and 16 are listed several trials with sat- 
tirated and with superheated steam , from which can be ascertained 
the commercial performance of the different types of engines.
General Conclusions.
The available data on the preformance of engines using 
superheated steam is not complete enough to form the basis of a 
satisfactory comparison between different Engines, such as simple, 
compound,etc. It is,however, true tha the use of even moderately, 
superheated steam always results in a reduction of the water rates- 
of all types of steam engines, thro the partial or complete 
avoidance of cylinder condensation.. The presentage of such re­
duction is apt to be greater for uneconomical than for economi­
cal engines. Increasing the pressure will permit of a greater p 
gain in economy for a given amount of superheat, but the gain
per degree of superheat is substantially constant. This shows 
that the increased pressure is of itself conducive to economy.
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A higher ratio of expansion affects about the same improvements 
of economy, in the case of engines using steam moderately orhighly 
superheated steam as for those working with saturated steam.
The higher the degree of superheat the greater the gain 
in economy. At the present tine the practical limit of super­
heating is between 500 and 600 degrees Fahrenheit. Superheating 
to 100 to 150 degrees is very common and is fotlnd to be ad­
vantageous.
A method of arriving at the amount of superheat necessary 
to just avoid initial condensation would be to determine the 
number of heat units, L  , brought into the cylinder per stroke, 
and the percentages, lost by initial Condensation. Then since, 
,4R05is the specific heat of superheated steam the amount of ad- 
heating necessary to make up for loss of condensation would be:
M r -JUf- .4805
While the most important and successful purpose of super­
heating is the prevention of initial condensation, its use is 
attended with possibilities of increased economy along other lines, 
which are as yet not developed, via.:
1. Increased temperature range.
2. Reduction of volumn of steam necessary for a given 
work.
5. Reduction of back pressure.
4. Increased efficiency of boilers.
1. As vised todfcy the steam engine has little ot no thermo­
dynamic value. It is conceivable,however, that at some furture 
timethe steam engine will be given a form which will enable it 
to utilize the extra heat given it by increasing the temperature 
range Tx - T2 of the working fluid. Such an e ngine would have to
4  3
be adopted to very high pressures and speeds and non-conductor 
cylinder walls and provide for a lahg^r number of sucessive ex­
pansions than is now xxsed. The water rate of such an engine might 
be far below that of the best engines of today .
2. The redriction by superheating of the volumn of steam 
necessary in any given case arises from the fact that such steam 
contains volume for volume more heat than does saturated steam. 
The result is that a less quantity of condensing water may be 
used.in any particular case. To this fact also is due the re­
duced bach pressure above mentioned, since it is necessary to 
force a less volume of steam out of the cylinder into the exhaust 
during a given time.
The forth item,increased efficienv of boilers is not 
patent to our subject and so need not be discussed in connection 
with it.
The methods of superheating as practiced up to the pre­
sent time are:
In the first of these methods the steam passes thro tubes 
which are surrounded by hot gases*'. This arrangement is more or 
less unsatisfactory. The available materials of which these 
superheaters can be made are wrought iron and oast'.iron. The 
former is easily corroded and the later is unsafe at high pres­
sures. It is lihely that this method of superheating will in the 
cource of time be abondoned. .Indirect superheating consists 
in permitting saturated steam to expand thro a small aperture.
A reduction of pressure results without loss of heat,hence the
1. Direct.
2. Indirect.
3. Mixture or adheating.
Liquefaction may ,however, take place during expansion as dis­
covered by Combes,who stated : "Dry and saturated steara expands 
adiabatically, and such expansion is always accompanied by a 
partial condensation. This is precisely what occurs in the ordin­
ary steam engine
Authorities have always been divided as to whether the 
"sole purpose" of the jacket is to prevent condensation during 
admission or that during expansion . Those holding the former 
view assert that the office of the jacket is to prevent undue 
refrigeration of the cylinder walls during the pdriod of ex­
haust,and thus avoid the necessity of having the incoming steam 
come in contact with cold surfaces.
The advocates,-of whom Professor Cotterill is one- of the 
other theory, hold that the condensation during expansion will 
be prevented by keeping the cylinder walls hot, and that it is 
the office of the jacket to do this. Prom purely theoretical 
considerations it would appear that, the jacket is effective in 
preventing both admission and expansion condensation.During 
admission the initial steam condensed is that which come3 in con­
tact with the cold metal of the cylinder walls. The "water mist" 
thus formed is of very good abaorbant of heat which it obtains 
from the surrounding steam, and produces innthe case of satur­
ated steam still further condensation. This continues up to the 
point of cut-off. S uppose now the cylinder walls are hot,no in­
itial condensation has taken placeand there is a mass of dll'- steam 
about to undergo adiabatic expansion, according to Combes' law 
during expansion liquefaction takes place through out the whole 
mass of the steam ,with the exception of that portion in contact 
with the hot walls of the cylinder. This portion under ordinary
steam may be superheated by this method. The method of "mixture" 
consists in mixing a small quantity of highly superheated,with 
ordinary saturated, steam. By this means any desired degree of 
superheat can be obtained by simply varying the proportion of 
the two kinds of steam composing the mixture. While this method 
is as yet not very extensively practiced,it promises to become 
the most satisfactory means of accomplishing the ends sought for.
Whatever the method superheated steam is bound to come 
more and more into use and will doxibtless materially ajd the 
steam engine retaining its present position as the standard form 
of prime mover.
3. The Steam Jacket.
The steam engine as such is subject to two kinds of losses 
viz. external and internal. By the former arenmnt those re­
sulting from the radiation of heat from cylinder and the hurtful 
resistances due to friction. In the later are included losses 
d ue to the phenomenon of cylinder condensation and the loss of 
the heat swept out of the cylinder during exhaust. We have seen 
that when steam enters the cylinder of an ordinary engine,it 
comes in contact with the relatively cold walls an initial con­
densation -results. We have seen further that this condensation 
may be avoided wholly or in part by superheating. The same results 
can be obtained by. the use of a "jacket.” A jacket is simply a 
casing surrounding the cylinder . The annular space between the 
casing and the cylinder properis filled with live steam for the 
purpose of keeping the walls of the cylinder "as hot as the 
st earn which ent ers it. "1
1. Janes watt Inventor of the Jacket .
conditions is kept in a saturated state.. It is constantly giv­
ing out heat to the wet steam surrounding it and receiving an 
equal amount from the jacket. It is easily conceivable that in 
time enough heat might be given up by the jackets to restore the 
whole mass of the expanding steam to it original condition or 
even slightly superheat it. If the process were rapid enough the
result might be the same as if condensation had been entirely 
prevented in the first place. Ordinarily this is probably not 
the case^and we are lead to believe that the most effective 
work of the jacket is done in preventing initial condensation 
during admission rather than making up for it during expansion. 
Some writers go so far as to assert that it is not necessary to 
jacket the sides of a cylinder at all ,but only such portions 
as the steam is exposed to during admission.
Whether more effective during admission or expansion or
vice-versa, the "purpose "of the jacket in brief is: "To main-
tainthe heat in the cylinder and cause condensation to take
placein the jacket v/here the pressure is constant instead of in
2
the cylinder where it is variable."
While the use of the jacket is,in general, advantageous,a 
largenumber of engines have been found to be more economical in 
the use of steam without, than with jackets. This may be due to:
1. Faulty design of jacket.
2. Peculiar type of engine.
3. General conditions of operations unfavorable 
to the jacket.
l."It is a well known fact that the jacket around the barrel is
powerless to extend its influence into a qreat body of steam."
V/. Fletcher in "The Steam Jacket" pp 128.
1. A poorly designed jacket is one of the most wastefull appur­
tenances a steam engine can have,indeed considered thermodynam­
ically the jacket is not a source of economy but of waste- 
since it gives up heat without itself doing any work. In Qoher 
words the jacket has no thermodynamic value.
A well designed jacket should comprise the following 
features:
1. It should entirely cover the cylinder.
2. The exhaust chamber should present as small a 
surface to the jacket as possible.
3. It must be supplied with steam at full boiler 
pressure.
4 . Thorough circulation should be provided for.
5. Amply provision should be made for removing water 
and air.
6. The cylinder walls should be thin and good con­
duct ors of heat.
7. The jacket should Be thoroughly lagged.
R. Provision should be made for contraction and ex­
pansion.
A jacket is not necessarily wasteful merely because it uses a 
large amount of steam provided it accomplishes a substantial gain 
in economy for what it does use. The gain for any definite steam 
consumption varies,of course, with different kinds of engines.
It can be determined only from a careful study of a large number
2. "Compound Engine” Mallet and Duel, pp 52. \
of tests made with and without jackets in use. The results of a 
considerable number of suc$ trials have been collected and are 
exhibited in the following tables-?- (nos. 17 to 21)
Table 17 shows the same per cent of gain for the different 
kinds of engines. The jackets on the simple engines were the 
most benefical since they gave the same gain in economy as in 
the other but with a less per centage of jacket water.
The British Institute of Mechanical Engineers, through 
a special committee made an exhaustive investigation of the effect 
of steam jackets. Their results for condensing engines of differ­
ent types , are given in table 18. It appears from the table that 
the greatest per cent gain for a given per cent of feed water 
deflected to the jackets. This is to be expected in the case of 
simple engines rather than in that of compound or triple expan­
sion engines.
Among thee endit ions affecting jacket economy for a given 
engine nay be mentioned:
1. Speed.
2. Boiler Pressure.
3. Ratio of expansion.
4. Quality of steam.
5. SiBe of engine.
High speed engines do not usually gain much from jackets 
for the reason that the time in which the jacket may act is very 
short. A Me Ewen high speed compound engine with and with out 
jackets,condensing and non-condensing gave results as in table 20. 
Good results have,however, been obtained with jackets on high 
speed engines as the following will show:
Authority R.P.M. Gain in economy.
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Jour. Frank. Inst. 1859 203 23 $ '
Prof. Kennedy 1889 100 22$
Mr. Brodie 92 13 1/2$
Prof. Alden 290 15$
Bryan Donkin 220 40$
These results are very exceptional, especially, those of Prof. 
Alden and Mr. Bryan Donkin.
Boiler Pressure. In general for a given ratio of eapan- 
sion the influence of the jacket is more powerful for the higher 
Pressures.^ It has been found advantageous in arany cases to 
have the steam in the jacket at a highdr pressure and temperat­
ure than that in the cylinder.
Ratio of Expansion.
Increasing the ratio of expansion exerts a favorable 
influence on the action of the jackets,as experiments by Donkin 
Sohroter etc. show. This would suggest that the jacket does exert 
a marked influence on the steam during expansion.
The elaborate experiments carried on by Mr. Donkin were 
made on a jacketed condensing engine, running at 220 revol­
ution per minute under a boiler pressure of 50 # gauge. The re­
sults given in table 21 show that for a practically constant 
per cent of jacket thterthe gain in economy was'greater for the 
higher expansions.
Schroter also in a trial of a simple Sulzer Engine found 
the effect of the jacket to vary with the ratio- of expansion as 
the effect being more marked at the slower speed :
1. M.Delafond "Ann^ales des Mines" 1884.
Cut off 1* • # .1 .2 .3 .4 - 5
Gain $ 53 R.P.M. 15.7 12.25 8.96 4.57 —
t 39 » 18.85 16.80 14.00 8.72 6.05
The Quality of the Steam.
The steam supplies to the cylinders and jackets may be:
1. Dry and saturated.
2. Wet.
3. Superheated.
For the most economical results the stean in the jackets should 
be perfectly dry and at a temperate and pressure a little above 
that in the cylinder. If the jacket steam be wet the cylinder 
will have to supply h;«at to evaporate it and the jacket will 
wate more than it uses. With superheated steam the cylinder wastes 
may be less than the normal jacket consumption of the same steam, 
in which case the jacket would be not only useless but wasteful.
From the forgoing discussion, we may conclude with re­
gard to the economy of using jackets:
11 That if properly designed, constructed and operated 
the use of the jacket is favorable to economy.
2. The more uneconomical the engine is to begin with the 
greater the gain in economy due to jacketing.
3. The use of the jacket is two fold: (1) to prevent con­
densation during admission, ( 2 ) to transfere the liquifaction, 
due to the adiabatic expansion, from the cylinder to the jacket 
where it is harmless.
In the following tables will be found summaries of experi­
ments on different types of engines, showing the per cent gain 
due to jackets. The tables' are for the most part taken from'
S T -
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Fletcher's little I book on the "Steam Jacket" pages 198 to 200
4. Compounding.
a. Theory.
One of the economical expedients mentioned above 
was that of an increased ratio of expansion.The earliEr forms 
of engines admitted steam during' the whole stroke and thus had 
no expansion at all. It was Watt who discovered that,by cutting 
off earlier in the s t r o k e  (about l/2) and allowing the steam to 
expand, the amount of work obtainable from a given quantity of 
steam was largely increased . This was the most important and 
far reaching improvement ever made in connection with the steam 
engine. On it is based the general principle
That engine will use the least amount of steam for a 
given amount of work which permits? under the given conditions, 
the greatest ratio of expansion.
In an expansive engine, steam is admitted to the cylinder 
during part of the stroke at a constant pressure p-j_ and temper­
ature T;, and does a certain amount of work. Cut off then taking 
place, additional amount of work may be obtained from the same 
quantity of steam by allowing it to exert its expansive force oh
the piston. A decrease of pressure from p to p accompanies theJL
increase ihevolumn. The fall of temperature from T^to T^ > follows 
the conversion of heat into work during expansion. Theoretically 
the farther this expansion can be carried the more work will be 
gotten from a given quantity of steam. The maximum economy would 
be that with "complete expansion" i.e. expansion down to a final 
pressure equal to the back pressure or along the line bd of the 
figure. In the ordinary engine,however, it is not permissible to 
reduce the final pressure to so low a limit on account of the
due first, to the load, second,to compression steam and third,
<»
to friction. Accordingly the expansion can only be carried down 
to a pressure p^ equal to or greater than the force due to 
the hurtful resistances. This results in a loss of energy re­
presented by the shaded area c,d,e, In simple engines the per-
missable ratio of expansion is small and the loss considerable.
1It is conceivable,however, tnat the steam at the pressure pg 
might be exhausted into another cylinder so designed as to
t?permit of a still further expansion:1 -down to say p 2 . It is 
evident that a further amount of energy c,g,h,e, has been utilized.
tfIn like manner,steam at a pressure p might be exhaust-ed into a 
third cylinder and a further expansion accomplished. Fere it 
possible to continue this process indefinitely, complete ex­
pansion would be continually approached, but never reached.
This is precisely what takes place in compound or mul­
tiple cylinder engines, The final pressure pg of one c ylinder 
becomes the initial pressure p of the next, and so on through 
as many as four or even five cylinders. The number of expansions 
nay be increased until the economy gained thereby becomes less 
than that lost by the complicated mechanism of the extra cylinders.
There is another consideration which limits the degree
of expansion in a simple engine, viz, that of excessive internal
waste due to the alternate condensation and evaporation of steam.
This wafete is greater with the higher ratios of expansion since
the temperature fluctuates through a wider range. When the
steam enters the cylinder a portion of it is condensed owing to
certain amount of heat being taken up by the cylinder walls.
During expansion the heat in the walls may beaufficient to reap-
evaporate part oh all of the steam at the constantly lowering
pressure. The heat thus given up by the walls is, in the case of
the simple engine swept out by the exhaust and lost. If,on the 
hand
other,^the exhaust steam be lead into a second cylinder , part 
of the heat due to reevaporation will go through the cylinder 
wall cycle- the remainder being converted into useful work, the 
process being repeated for each successive cylinder. The total 
waste,+.' is. independent of the number* of cylinders and equal to 
that of the cylinder having the maximum waste from^this source. 
The result is that it is possible to employ higher ratios of 
expansion without any more cylinder waste than would result from 
using lower ratios in single cylinder engines. In order that this 
be true the initial pressure of the final cylinder of the com- 
I)ound engine must be equal to the initial pressure of the simple
engine under comparison.In other words, the further compounding
the higher
Is earried^the boiler pressure must be raised.
The amount of economical expansion and the pressures cor­
responding to the different number of cylinders xisual at the 
present time are:
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low pressure compared, to that of the compound.
5. Speed.
The various phenomena mentioned above as taking place 
in the cylinder_tnequire a certain time for their action. Shorten­
ing thetime,will therefore, reduce the extent of the waste and 
increase the economy of the engine. This would lead to tne con— 
clusioh that high speed engines are more economical than low 
speed engines. This does not seem to be the case. In all the 
tests byBlarnis,citedin the preceeding parts of this work— with 
a range of 21 to 350 revolutions per minute, not one of the 
higft speed engines had an economy greater than any slow speed 
engine. This is not unsual as high speed engines , are as a class 
uneconomical. This is due to the fact that it is necessary to 
sacrifice certain other features essential to the hest economy 
in order to obtain the high speed:
1. Many high speed engines have but a single valvB , 
whereas a slow speed engine would have two or four, and there is 
a loss in the high speed engines due to imperfect steam distri­
bution.
2. High speed engines require larger clearance_ spaces 
than do low spedd.
3. High speed engine valves are necessarily balanced and 
hence do not remain tight abd free from leakage.
In the case of any given engine,however, increasing the 
speed will reduce the steam consumption for the reasons given 
above. Thus Willans found a marked increase of economy to accom­
pany a rise in speed for both his condensing and'.non-condensing 
engines, as will beseen from an inspection of tables 27 and 28. 
The percent gain is slighly greater with the high pressures.
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T A B L E  2.7.
W  I l l a n s ' n o n - c o n d e n s i n g  e n g i n e
B o i l e r  P r e s s u r e 9 O POUND S n o  p o u m i DS
R.P.n. 1 2 2 2 / / 4  01 / 3 / 2  1 6 4 0 S
%  W ATE R P T  C.O.,H P CYL. 2 0 .2- 1 2 . 6 S O 2-9.7 19.1 1 1 7
w a t e r  r r t e 2 1 .0 0 .S .3 2 .4 .2 . 2.3.7 SU3 20.-3
°/o G R I N . 6 3 1 6 .Z f 101 i z .a
FROM E W I N G - T H E  S T E R N  E N G I N E *  P A G E  16*3.
W I L L A N S '  C O N D E N S I N G  E N G I N E .  
I N F L U E N C E  O ^ P E E T O
B O I L E R  P R E S S U R E 3 0  POUNDS.
R.p.n. l ie 1 9 & 30/ 4  01.
% W A T E R  FIT C  o. 2 0 9 / 7. 9 / 2 . 2 8.9
W A T E R  R R T E 2 0 . 0 / & 9 l i e /7. 3
7o G a i n d'.if / 2 . 0 / 3.<f
T R B L E  2 0
T E T 5 T  OF B H R R R I 5  CORLISS E N G I N E  FIT D I F F E R E N T  S P E E D S -
NO. BOILER  PRESSURE. r . R. r-i. 1.H. F». W A T E R  R A T E .
/ 7 4 . 4 23.0 I.3~6 ft 7. 0T2. /
2 7 5 . 0 3 0.62 6.4 | / 7 -4
3 6 4  V 3 / 6  2 1.30 H O -434-
4 7 4 . 0 •6 6.1! 4.86 S 3 .  12-8
3" 6 9.8 3 S .9 & 3 . 6 4 3^" 94oT
6 7 6 4 4  S> S' 6 %&. 6> 0 S 2 - . & 5 6
7 80.0 3S.79 3.7 7 4 3. 8 0 3
6 6 3  / <70.40 4-.40 2. . 6 G S
Attention in called to the increase of cylinder condensation at 
the lower speeds, for both condensing and non-condensing engines. 
In table 29 are the results of tests on a Harris Corliss Engine 
at different speeds.
6 . Ratio of Expansion.
Attention has already been called to a few of 
the theoretical considerations of the ratio of expansion. There 
remains to present some datafrom trials of various engines,show­
ing the effect of varying the expansion as determined by careful 
experiment s.
It has been said that expansion cannot be carried to com- 
pletionon account of the increased action of the side walls and
“i
consequent reduction in economy. Mr. Kallaner found this to be
true in the case of a simple Corliss engine. (Table 27 )The amount
of initial and also final condensation increases with the ^atio
of expansion. The water rate varies but little.
The same effect is more marked in the case of some ex—
2
periments on the engines of the U.S. Revenue "Bache". (Table28)
3The experiments of Mr. Willans also furnish us reliable 
data on this subjecton this subject. The engine was of central 
valve type. (Table 29)
The conclusions that may be drawn from these trials is 
that the ratio of expansion may vary between wide limits without 
affecting the economy- but when the expansion becomes excessive
1. Bull. Soc. Indust, de Mullhouse. May 26,1880.
2. Ewing "The Steam Engine." pp 161.
„ t. w t. » 162 also P.S.C.E. vol.93
1=
T A  BLE1 <3 o.
f=\ A T  1 0 °/o W A T E R  END OF AO N
P R E S E N T :  
END  OFEXP. W A T E R  .
7  3 2  4 .2 . 17. f t / 7. 0
9 .4 3 0 .8 I& .6 17.6
/ T . 1 3 7 0 " Z O .  8 17. 7
T A B L E  3/
RATIO OF 
PXPRNSION.
WATERRRTET.
4 .Z 2-/2-
S. 7 20.0
7.0 20.3
9.2. 2.0.7
/6 .& 2.37 /
TABLE. 3 2.WILLANS NONCONDEN5ING ENGINES.
R A T I O
%  W A T E R A T  E N D  
O F A D M .  H P. CVLINDER W A T E R  R A T E .
4 .0 3 . 9 2 . 0 - 7 0
-4 .4 1 0.2. 2.0.SO
4 . 3 1 11 2.033
s f .  2L. M 2 . 2 0 . 2 . 6
0"! 6 / 4 . 3 2 0 . 0 0
3 2 J T O 2 . 3 . 0 0
the lose in economy is marked.
The best current practice for the ration of expansion for
the different types of engines, is, where P is the initial pres­
sure and r the ratio:
Ordinarily unjacketed engines moderate speed
High Speed Engines
Compound engines.
7 . Clearance and Compression
In every steam engine there is a small space
between the piston and the cylinder head,at the end of the sroke. 
This space,together with the steam ports,and other "dead " spaces 
are included in the general term,clearance. A considerable 
amount of clearance is not favorable to economy,-first,because 
it presents a large space to be filled by the incoming steam, and 
brought up to boiler pressure; sedond.because by offering a 
large amount of coaling surface to t'ne steaR1 cylinder that is
initial-condensation is increased.
Closely connected with the idea of clearance is that of 
compression,i.e. the bring back to boiler pressure, by compress­
ing it behind the piston of a small portion of the exhaust steam, 
caught in the cylinder after the exhaust has closed. By carefully 
proportioning the amount of the compression,the cushion steam as 
it is called, may be brought up to boiler pressure. This will re­
duce the loss due to cylinder condensation by bring the temper­
ature of the cylinder walls more nearly up to that of the incom­
ing steam.
The steam compressed in the clearance spaces serves the 
still further useful purpose of a'^TEshion" or "spring" to pre-
vent undue jarring and knocking as the erank pin passes the dead 
oenters. This.indeed,in the design of uany engines is what fin- 
ally determines the amount of clearance necessary.
The engines listed nn Sheets III td VII have clearances
about as follows:
Simple engines 3 to 5$
Compound 4 to 1 0$
Triple 1 1/2 t 0 2 1/?J P^cent.
Of these the slow speed such as the Corliss and other 
four valve engines have as a rule, less clearance than the high 
sneed and single valve engines.
PART II
THEORETICAL.
Section IV.
Theoretical Considerations affecting Economy.
Some of the theoretical consideration affeStLng the 
economy of the steam engine have been taken up in the preceding 
sections in the discussion of superheating,compounding,and other 
economical expedients.
It now remains to consider the enine as a perfect heat 
engine- that is one having an efficieny equal to that of the 
fluid with which it works and is thus able to utilize all the 
available heat energy supplied to it.
A steam engine , or for that matter any other type of 
heat motor, works in what is called a ''cycle”. A cycle consists 
cf a ntembeT* of operations which are gone through with one after 
another, the precess bekng repeated in the same order, over and 
over again. Thus in the case of the steam engine, we have a cycle 
composed of: (1 ) Expansion during admission at the constant pres­
sure. ( 2 )Adiabatic expansion after cut-off, (3) Exhaust at a 
constant back pressure, and (4) Compression of the cushion steam 
back to the ihitial pressure.These four operations or processes 
constitute a cycle. The efficiency of an engine may clearly de­
pend upon the form of the cycle in which it works. It is possible 
therefore,to conceive of a cycle such that the efficiency of the 
fluid and hence of the ideal engine using it,shall be a maximum.
This has been done by Carnot, whosuggested the cycle known as 
the "Carnot Cycle of the maximum efficieny of a fluid working
between the temperature"limits T and T .
1 £
Another ideal cycle is that proposed by Rankine and known 
as the "Rankine cycle" Still another is a modification of the 
Rankine, called from the name of the mathematician suggesting it, 
the"Clausius.cycle."
And lastly,then is the cycle of the real engine the effi­
ciency of which may be made toapproach ,but never to actually 
reach that of the ideal engine. Just what the cycle of the real 
engine is has not ,as yet, been determined owing to the impossi­
bility of obtaining certain essential data. Successive improve­
ment sin the steam engine,involving a reduction of the wastesto 
which it is heir,have brought and is still bringing,its cycle 
nearer to that of the ideal engine.
We may now proceed to a consideration of the ideal cycles 
of C arnot and Rankine with the object of determining their ef­
ficiency and water rates.
0
a. The Carnot cycle, is the realization of the expansionN 
compression and heating and cooling of a perfect gas under con­
ditions of maximum efficiency1. These conditions are:
1. The heating and cooling must be done at a constant 
t emperature,i.e. isothermally.
2. The expansion and compression must take place without
1.Hutton:Heat and Heat Engines pp 289 etc.
the addition or subraction of heat.i.e.adiabatically.
The cycle,therefore,is composed of two isothermal and two 
adiabatic curves as seen on the pressure volumn diagram, fig.l, 
and the temperature entropy diagram ,fig.2 .
P O
G
F iq i f F iq-2. e J
Ab is the curve of isothermal expansion, be of the adiabatic,
and cd and da are respectively the curves of isothermal and 
adiabatical compression. The cylinder of a Carnot engine,must, 
of course, be in©®- conducting.The source of heat must be of 
sufficient capacity to maintain a constant temperature■Tltand 
the condenser or cooling body large enough to Keep a constant 
lower temperature T .The successive steps are as follows: (1) 
During admission a quantity of heat,represented in amount by the 
area a,b,e.f, fig. 2 is admitted to the cylinder at the constant 
temperature T^. (2)Cut-off then taking place, and the cylinder 
being perfectly non-conducting,adiabatic expansion will result, 
at the end of which the gas will be at the temperature Tg . (5) At 
this point the cylinder is openedto the condenser and a constant 
quantity of heat (area c,e,f,d, ) is rejected at the temperature 
T2. (4) Adiabatic compression along line d,a,to initial condi­
tion at a.
Efficiency may be defined as the ratio between the heat
supplied and the heat utilized. In the case of Carnot engine the 
heat supplied was,as we have seen, that represented bythe area
a,b,e,f the expression for which is:
Qx = ( f  x - f  )TX
ahd the heat rejected., area d.,c,e,f1 is:
Qg = ( $ 7. — $ i )
The heat utilized is the difference between that supplied and 
that rejected, or:
(0a - Q2 ) = ($».- & , )(TX - Tg )
and the efficiency:
Q1 (& -L.-®, )TX Ti
Let W  r worlc in foot pounds.
- 778
wThen Qp—Qg = 778
Sl-Qg   W____ Ti~;gg
778Qi ~ T1
Qx = M r , ,v/here M i s  the weight of fluid and r^_ the specific heat. 
Then
___W   ^1 “ ^2
778Mr1 Tx
OKAK ^1Transposing M ~ -~-2. — =—  .rl T -T 
1 2
A table of the efficiencies and water rates computed from these 
formulas will be given later.
The Panicine Cycle.
The cycle produced by Rankine is that of an 
ideal indicator diagram. Like the Carnot,it may be approached by 
that of the ‘^ueal engine but never realized. In describing his
cycle, Rankine says:"In order that it may be possible to compute 
from theoretical principles, the power and efficiency of the steam 
in the steam engine,a figure is assumed for the diagram, approx- 
imatingto the real cycle but more simple. " 1 Its efficiency is 
less than Carnot's.
Pour assumptions are made necessary:
1. That steam is admitted at a constant pressure, so 
that a.b is a straight parallel to o,h.
2. That the expansion line b,c be either an adiabatic 
curve or a curve of saturation. It may be complete or not.
3. The steam is exhausted against a constant bach 
pressure so that c,d is parallel to oh.
4. That the volume of water as compared with the 
steambe neglected and thus replace the ordinary compression 
curve by the straight vertical line da.
Q to
l.Rankine: "The Steam Engine" pp 376.
An expression for the efficiency of the Rankine cycle 
may be arrived at from a study of the temperature entropy dia­
gram ( Pig. 4). The total heat supplied is prepresented by the; 
areac’d a b g e. Heat rejected is d c g e. Heat utilized is d a o 4  
Then as before
1 =- ^1 ~H2
Then
Qx- Q2 = a b c h - * : a f c | d .  
a b c h - (^t-d}«)(Tx - Tg) = ^ ( T x- Tg)
• T,-t— j> ( ____ — )-  •r 1 '. T  )
a h d  = a f e d - d h f e
= eC^-Tg) - {Q )Tg 
= o(Tx - Tg)- Tg log.e jj-l .
Q,-Q 
1 2 = V - S ; - 2 ' + < W  - t 2 log e •
T -T T
— rp (—  ^i- 1*2 4 Tglog e ?p— )
Ql = e (^ p~ Tg) + t 1
Call c = 1
7
Tl- T2
_ Q1 ~ Q2 _ + ' W 1*1°S R
1 T "2
■ni
T ]
.t2
rl 4 V  TJ
Let M - pounds of steam required per horse power and per 
hour. The total heat applied will be:
MQp i (Tx- Tg 4 rx )M
Amount that goes into useful work:
/“ 7 «*!-*»■+ ,'i,J
Useful work per hour = 60 x 33,000.
Then
w- =1,980,000 foot pounds.
J
- - 1,980,000 - M (?,-T +r )
J  
M =
1 2  1
__2545___
(W ri )
The above formulas are for the case the Rankine cycle with 
complete expansion, otherwise known as the Clausius cycle.
Rankine Cycle in complete Expansion.
In incomplete expansion(Pig.4) steam expands adia- 
batically from b to 1 and then suffers a sudden loss of heat alorg 
•the constant volume curve
f
In other words istead of expanding down to the bacK pressure
p ( Pig.5) it stops at the pressure p at c. There results then: « 2
a loss of work represented by the shaded area e d e. T’orS; cf
t Work of the area a b e d  ffis
T, T - T
- < V t 2 u  + : 1 ° 8 4 v V 2 + SP* )
and the efficiency T, . T1 T2 \ Vo 
T -T2 (l4log eTJ) 1 + -J(pg-ps)
T,-T +?1
and as before
M = 2545 ~T2
In table 33 are given the computed values of ^  and M 
for the Carnot and Rankine cycles with complete (expansion. The
water rates of both engines are;for the sake of comparison re­
duced to the basis of pounds of water demanded per horse power 
per hour from and at 212 degrees. The method is as follows: 
Each horse power per hour developed requires
35000 x 60 _ 2545 heat units.
778
would,wereOne pound of water evaporated from and at 212 degrees 
the efficiency unity supply 986 units. As it is the actual amount 
of heat available is:
y x 966.
The number of pounds of water required per horse power 
per hour is evidently the required number of heat units divided 
by the number supplied by bhe ppund of steam,or:
t
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PART III.
EXPERIMENTAL.
Section V.
Test of a 65 II.P. Bates Corliss Engine.
The trials of this engine were madefc in connection 
with an extensive hut by no means exhaustive,series of tests 
made at the plaht of the Twin; City v/ater Works,Urbana,Ills.
While it is intendedto consider these tests as applying more 
particularly to the Corliss engine furnishing the motive power, 
a brief description of the plant together with summaries of the 
pump and boiler tests, are included,in the belief that they will 
not only furnish information and value,but will also give a 
clea‘r* idea of the conditions under which the engine was working.
Neither the plant hor the engine can claim distinction 
on the ground of unusual efficiency or economy of operation. The 
engine and pumps are .however, of good design.recent installation, 
and the results obtained would seemtto indicate that the plant 
is fully up to what is now considered good practice in installa­
tion of its character and capacity. No attempts was made to de­
termine the maximum efficiency of the plant - on the contrary, 
the idea was to test the equipments as ordinarily operated.
Description of Plant.
Pour double-piston deep-well pumps ,each belt connected 
t»asmall D.C. motor,and having an average total capacityof 600
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gallon?per minute, deliver the water from as many wells to an open 
concrete settling reservoir 50 x 50 x 15 feet. Prom the settling 
reservoir the^ater is forced into the supply mains by a Gould’s 
Triplex pump rated at 750,000 gallons per twenty-four.hpurs and 
belted to a pulley on a shaft of a 65 H.P. Bates Corliss engine. 
The fly v/heel of the engine is utilized as a belt pulley to drive 
a sixty KW Wood dynamo,generally current motors referred to,and 
for the few lights need about the plant.
The steam eqtxipment of the works,comprises four Chandler 
and Taylor fire-tube boilers.Only two of these boilers C65-70 H.P. 
are in use at any one time and this was the number included inl
the testfc. All the boilers discharge into a common 8" main,ex­
tending entirely across and a little above the front of the 
battery. Immediately over the center line of each boiler two feet 
of 6 " pipe extends down vertically from the main,whehce connection 
is made with a tee fitted to dome of boiler thro a horizontal 
section of 6 " pipe 6 feet long. The remaining opening of the tee 
on the dome is connected directly to the boiler safety valve.
All the safety valves are set to blow off at 90 pounds and are 
arranged to exhaust thro a 6 ” pipe into the outer air.
The eiglt-inch steam main passes thro the wall of the boil­
er room into the engine room v/here it immediately divides into 
two branches. One leads to a Worthington steam pump ,the other 
a 6 " pipe rises vertically three feet , runs horizontally along 
wall of engine for a distance of a bout 30 feet, and then descend: 
to within four feet of the floor. At a point three feet above 
end of this pipe, connection is made with a 6 " pipe running out 
in engine and terminating in the steam chest of the engine.The
)
extra lehgth of vertical pipe on the wall serves as a separator,
thus insuring a supply of almost perfectly Steam in the engine. 
The exhaust passes into the condenser placed in the discharge 
main of the pump plant,whence it is pumped outside the building, 
being to oily to be used in the boilers.
Thre auxilliary apparatus of the plant comprises: 1. One 
Worthington compound horizontal duplex steam pump 10 X 16 X 10 1 
X 10,formerly used for the main supply but now for the small 
amount of water occasionally needed above that supplied by the
/*
Goulds unrip. 2. One Worthington surface condenser, placed in 
supply main and provided with a small automatic air-pump. 3.
v
One feed water heater,supplied with exhaust steam from the Worth­
ington steam pump,the condenser air pump,and the boiler feed pump.
4. One Worthington duplex boiler feed pump 5 1 / 4 X 3 1 / 2 X 5  in­
ches.
The Tests.
The tests made were three in numder namely,two of ten and
one of twenty four duration. The apparatus used was in good oon-
length
dition and the tests were of sufficient^toprovide for non-uniform- 
nitv in conditions of operation.
The feed water was measured by allowing it to run into 
a specially constructed tank holding exactly 700 pounds,and 
emptying into a lower tank connected with the suction pipe of 
the feed pump. The exhaust of the engine from the condenser was 
caught out-side the building in tanks placed on scales, and was 
cardfully weighed. Coal and ash were weighed by the barrel full 
an a platform scales. The coal uesed was a rather poor quality 
of slack from Vermillion County,Illinois and cost 90 cents per
ton delivered at the plant.
Following are among some of the more important dimensions, 
together with data and results obtained fron boiler and
engine trials.
BOILER TESTS.
Dimensions of boilers.
Length Number 1,19;
Diamot er
Number of tubes
Outside diameter of tubes
Size of grates
Grate surface,each boiler
Total grate surface in use
number 2 , 20 feet.
60 inches 
46
4 inches.
4.5 x 5 feet
22.5 sq. feet. 
45 sq. feet
Heating surface.
Boiler no.1,46 four inch tubes 19 ft.long, 908.9sq.ft.
One half of shell 149.2 " "
Total 1058.1 '» "
Boiler no.2,46-4 inch 20 feet long. 956.8 sq.ft.
l/2 of shell 157 " "
Total 1113.8 " "
Total heating surface in use 2171.9
Ration of grate surface to heating surface
Temperatures
1. Feed water entering boiler 
2 .Outer air
3.Fire room
sq. ft
1 •
48.25
1 2 3
151.2 160.5 155.9
40.9 34.1 29.8
49.8 63.6 40.9
Pressures
Pressures 1 . 2 3
4.Of steam in boiler 79.7 79.2 79.2
5. Draft,inches of water 55.35 .31 .31
Fuel
6 . Total coal consumed 4987 12368 4600
7. Moisture in coal $ 6 6 6
8 . Dry coal consumed 4687.8 11625.9 4324
9. Total dry ash 1060 3494 929
1 0 .Total dry ash $ 2 2 . 6 28.2 2 0 . 2
11. Total combustible 3627.8 8131.9 3395
12. Combustible per hour 362.8 338.8 339.5
IS. Dry coal per hour 468.7 484.4 432.4
Water.
14. Total to boiler 22659 58677 21840
15. Quality; of steamI * 98 98 98
16. Water evaporated 22206.4 53603.5 21403.2
17. n it per hour 222066 2233.4 2140.3
18. Equivalent evap. from &nat t 23538.8 54565.3 22961.1
2 1 2
19. ditto,per hour 2353.8 2273.5 2269.1
2 0 . Evap. per lb. of dry coal 4.73 4.25 4.65
2 1 ditto from and at 2 1 2 5.02 4.41 4.93
2 2 . Evap. per lb. of combustible 6 . 1 2 5.92 5.83
23. Ditto from and at 2 1 2 6.48 6.14 6.18
Rate of combustion.
PA. Dry coal per sq.ft.G.S.pr.hr. 10.41 10.E6 9 . 6
------------------ r-1-----;--1------ 1--*—
Rate of evaporation.
25. Water per hour •
fromnartdnfet 2 1 2 per ft. 
of grate surface 52.3 50.5 50.4
26. Commercial horse powei* 6 8 . 2 65.8 65.7
27. Sq. ft.H.S.per H.P. 31.8 32.9 33
28. H.P.per sq.ft.G.S. 1.515 1.464 1.461
Test of Dynamo.
29. Efficiency 4> 90 90 90
30. Average electric H.P.delivered 33.1 34.8 32.
31 ditto supplied 36.4 38.3 35.2
Test of Goulds Triplex Pump.
32. Total no.revi rv.l. 16182 35845 16617
33. Gallons per rev. 19.2 19.2 19.2
34. Total gals.pumped 310694 688224 319046
35.Gals.per hour 316099 28676 31904
36. Average pressure in mains 40.5 40.4 40.4
37. H.P.everted by ptfcp 1 2 . 6 11.28 12.9
38.H.P. supplied to pump 15.1 13.6 15.5
TEST OF BATES CORLISS ENGINE.
Dimensions
Stroke 36 inches
Diameter of cylinder 1 2 n
Clearance 4$
Diameter of fly-wheel 1 0 feet
Face of fly-wheel 15 inches
Data and Results.
39. Net H.P of engine 51.5 51.9 50.7
40. average M.E.P head end 34.3 35.5 34.8
41. ditto crank end. 37.6 36.4 35.4
42. Average I.H.P. head end 28.9 29.9 29
43. Average I.H.P crank end 28.2 29.6 28.7
44.Average total I.H.P. 57.1 59.5 57.7
45. Efficiency $ 91 87 87
46. Total water used by engine 13144.5 31988 13040.2
47. Water used per hour 1314.4 1332.8 1304
48. water per net H.P.per hour 27.4 25.6 25.7
49 Water per I.E.P per hour 23.02 22.4 2 2 . 6
50.Coal per net ho^se power per hour 9.1 9.3 8.5
51.Coal per I.P.H per hour 8 . 2 8 . 1 7.5
Indicator card Data.
52. Maximum cut off head end $ 23.6 39.5 26
53.Ditto crank end 24.9 39.5 26
54. Minimum cut off,head end 2 . 6 .27 4
55. Ditto cram end 2 . 6 .38 4
56. Average cut off head end 17.4 17.7 17.3
57. Average cut off crank end 18.5 18.8 17.2
58. Water accounted for by cards 16.35 16.4 15.81
59. Ratio to condensed'wate^ $ 71 70.3 7 0
60. Cylinder condensation $ 8 7 7
61. Total steam entering cylinder 17.65 17.58 16.81
62. Quality of steam $ 99.5 99.5. 99.5
63. Total steam and water entering 
cylinder 1,7.73 17.66 16.89
0 4 . Waste steam $ 23 25 25
65 Dry steam per.I..H.P. per hour 23.01 2213 22.5
6 6 . Average vacuum inches of
mercury 23.1 2 1 . 2 23.3
Section 6 .
Teat of Meyer Engine
In table 34,are given the results of a series of 
tests made on a Meyer automatic cut-off high speed engine, The 
engine had a single value of the piston type and is rated at 
about 35 horse power. As tested it was in a very bad condition 
as regarcfe leakage,both the piston and the value being faulty in 
this respect. To this is no doubt due to the excessive water 
rate attained which was enormous at the lower loads.
The load was applied to the engine by means of a rope 
brake,applied to the fly-wheel,indicator cards were taken at 
stated periods and the exhaust steam run thro a condenser and 
weighed in a tank on a platform scales. The brake was kept ad­
justed so as to maintain as nearly as possible a constant load 
on the engine during the trial.
The foilwing readings were taken every ten minutes:
1. Revolutions per minute. '
2. Boiler Pressure by Guage.
3. Indicator cars.
The condensed steam was run into a tank until same was full .
The water was then temporarily- run into" another tank while the 
scales were being balanced and the weight of water recorded
The series of tests were two in number,one condensing, 
and one not condensing. Each series consisted of four tests under
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different loads .
A study of the results given in table 34 will lead to 
no very valuable conclusions. The amount of steam per horse 
power per hour is considerably less for the higher or normal than 
for the lower loads. There seems to have no advantage followed 
from the use of the condenser. In fact,the economy tas rather 
less than non-condensing. This is due in the first place to the 
excessive leakage of the engine, and secondly to the rather poor 
vacuum it was possible to obtain . Sample indicator cards are 
given on page 
Section VII.
What is in the Future?
Our study of the general problem of steam engine
economy as outlined in the preceding pages will not have been
entirely without value if from it we can draw some conclusions 
to be taken
as to the steps/in the future to effect its final and complete 
solution .
The history of the steam engine is simply an account of 
its gradual development and improvement from the crude affairs 
of the Marquis of Worcester,Savery,and Newcomen down to the 
complicated finely finished and economical preductions of the 
present day. We have seen attempts made to hasten the day of 
the ideal engine by a more or less Judicious use of the so-called 
"economical expedients" sue# as high pressure,compounding,super­
heating, Jacketing etc. Last but not least, there has been a 
steady improvement in the mechanical efficiency of the steam
engine. Is is eviuent that the possibilities of some of these ex—
.. engine
peo.ients has been exhausted. The steam is not likely,for example,
92
to be much further improvedeby better design or construction , 
unless indeed,some future genius shall discover suitable anti­
friction substances for the wearing patts or rn ake a satisfact­
ory non-conducting cylinder.
If the growth of the steam engine is to continue along 
the same lines in the future as it has in the past,the three 
most promising would be:
1. The use of superheated steam,
2. The use of high pressures.
3. A more judicious distribution of the heat supplied 
to the engine.
The first two of these have already been considered and 
have been found to promise good results. It would seem most likely 
that the engineer who will direct his energies along the line 
of the third item that of a more scientific distr.ibt.tion of the 
heat energy after it has entered the engine, will in the end 
accomplish the most. The reason for this is that every forward 
•step taken in this direction will bring the cycle of the real, 
so nuch nearer that of the ideal Carnot engine. A little ex­
planation will make this clear. The ideal engine cycle can be 
approximated to by the real engine in all respects save in the 
adiabatic compression of the working fluid backed to its initial 
stains The result of such compression may be partially affected 
in the following manner:
F i q 6
Suppose the steam to be reduced in temperature and pressure from 
a to b by a series of successive expansions ac,cd,de,eb.. Suppose 
further that the heat at the point cdeb is transferred bR some 
means to the points f g h i on the compression cur^e. It is evi­
dent that as the number of steps approaches infinity the b roken 
lines a b and k 1 would approximate more and more to? the smooth | :<
t
curves a b and hi. In other words the cycle of the real will 
approach more nearly that of the ideal cycle.
A fairly successful attempt has been made to build an en­
gine emttodying these features, by Mr. Bruno Nordberg in his 
quadruple expansion high duty pumping engine at the Wild Wood 
pumping station,wild Wood, Penn. Steam is expanded successively 
thro four cylinders}passing through intermediate receivers.
Prom each receiver,a small portion of the steam is with drawn 
and supplied to the proper feed water heater, i.e. is used to 
bring the working fluid more nearly up to its ihitial condition 
as would have been done by adiabatic compression. The precise 
distribution of the heat in the Nrrdberg engine may be readily 
seen from a study of the Sankey heat diagram shown on the 
following page. About 30$ of the heat supplied to the engine is 
returned to it by the heaters. About 22$ goes into useful work.
The water rate of this engine was hbout 1 1 and its duty i 6 3 ,O O O O o c
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The century just passed, has been one in which the steam 
engine grew \mder the care of Watt and his successors. At the 
present time its supremacy has been threatened,and its field very 
materially narrowed by the introduction of other forms of motors. 
This will indoubtedly continue for some time to come as the lines 
of improvement pointed out in the earlier parts of this work can 
be profitably carried out only in the case of large and costly 
constructions such as those involving the building of ®Lgh duty 
pumping engine. The ordinary type of mill engine with its inter­
mittent load and other unfavorable conditions must maintain its 
position through cheaper cost of construction and simplification 
of design. 1
1. Thurston Trans. Am. Soc. Mech. Eng. bol.21, pp226.
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